
Words Matter.

Directly integrate text analytics with Relativity®.
Analytics, visual search and review all in one place.
Simple to deploy with seamless data flow.

I N S P E C T O R  f o r  R E L A T I V I T Y



Analytics, Visual Search and Review in One Place
 � Enjoy the industry’s best analytics, visual exploration and predictive coding 

capabilities without ever leaving the Relativity® review environment

 � ayfie accesses and updates the Relativity® database directly, creating a seamless workflow that simplifies data 
handling, saves time, and reduces the risk of error. With automated installation and full integration, implementing 
ayfie Inspector for Relativity® is a breeze
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Next-generation Text Analytics and Data Exploration
ayfie Inspector, a powerful text analytics engine that indexes, understands and organizes massive amounts of content at 
lightning speed, now integrates directly with the eDiscovery system of choice for over 150,000 professionals. 

Drawing on more than 30 years of research into linguistics and semantics and more 
than a decade of experience in enterprise search, ayfie Inspector goes beyond “AI” to 
find and extract meaning from documents just like a human being – only exponentially 
faster. The platform employs linguistic methods, semantics and local grammars to 
contextualize and normalize all text in source documents. Other text analytics  
platforms see tokens; ayfie Inspector identifies meaning.



Semantic Intelligence Engine That Requires No Training Documents 
Up-front and Works on Any Size of Data
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Need Help Making Sense of Your Unstructured Data? 
Get in Touch Today to Get Started: +1 (917) 777-0733

Bringing Aided Intelligence to the Relativity® Review Environment
 � ayfie Inspector makes unstructured content – like email threads, Word documents, PowerPoint slides, PDFs and more – 

available for in-depth semantic analytics, data extraction and content aggregation

 � ayfie Inspector’s hyper-normalization capabilities put all documents and content in statistical relation to each other, 
extracting entities like people, locations, organizations and times, then providing them as suggestions and drill-down 
options for further research

 � ayfie Inspector makes tangible the value hidden in your unstructured content – accessible directly within Relativity®. The 
ayfie approach to clustering, categorizing and aggregating documents gives users comprehensive understanding of large 
content bases

Who Is ayfie?
ayfie provides products for eDiscovery, media, compliance and search across industries and geographies. ayfie’s 
language-processing technologies are based on more than 30 years of research at several renowned universities. 
ayfie’s headquarters is located in New York City, with offices in Washington, D.C. and Munich, Germany.


